Student

EQ

Alderson, Ryan

How do different companies' space suits differ and what are the best features of each one?

Ames, Wynn

How does one effectively prepare for a spartan race?

Apiki, Caroline

How do political campaigns collect and use data?

Batchelder, Lily

How does public art benefit a community?

Baum, Taylor

What are the contributing factors of becoming a serial killer ?

Bazarnick, Ross

How can I use literature to alter people's viewpoints of a misunderstood animal?

Belowski, Madeline

How does the way people look affect how we perceive them?

Bennett, Joseph

Why do we collaborate?

Boehm, Jeffrey

How does an architect model a client’s design?

Boerner, Christopher

How does one build a chair that stands the test of time?

Bogonis, Samuel

What is the best way to experience arcade games?

Bolduc, Elaina

How does a positive relationship impact a child through building positive relationships?

Bolduc, Kevin

What are the limits of limitless flight?

Boucher, Ethan

Why is music education important?

Boudle, Bianca

How can media influence young people in a positive way?

Bourbeau, Bryce

Why has maple syruping endured the test of time?

Bowman, Vincent

How does one become a successful sports agent ?

Boyer, Brendan

What skills are needed to lead a restaurant kitchen?

Boyle, Lilijan

How does one provide a foster home for a cat?

Brault, Valerie

How does stress affect the body, muscles, skin, and mind?

Breckenridge, Elinor

How can the development of identical twins impact how they view their own identity outside their twin unit?

Brewster, Ashleigh

How does one make a clear, effective storyboard?

Brisson, Chloe

How does social media affect bullying?

Buxton, Isabel

What are the best strategies to use when teaching children with disabilities how to swim?

Caraccio, John

How do audio/visual techniques bring a comedy script to life?

Carlisi, Cierra

How do artists evoke awe in their work?

Carlson, Leah

How does OCD affect a family unit?

Chistolini, Jacqueline

How can we use the chemistry of baking to determine suitable allergen-free substitutes?

Cho, Joseph

How does music set tone, mood, and emotion for a film?

Civiello, Luke

Is fasting beneficial?

Clair, Payton

How does the opioid epidemic affect addicted mothers and their newborn babies?

Clark, Jonathan

How does one launch and recover a weather balloon?

Clark, Taylor

How does body image play a role in the development of eating disorders?

Clay, Tetiana

How can we convert melodies from our mind to the piano?

Cobleigh, Michael

What role does fracking play in our society?

Cochran, Chloe

What are the implications of using a narrow lens to view mental health?

Conard, Bailey

Should dance be implemented in public schools?

Conway, Abaigeal

What are the negative effects of caffeine on the body?

Conway, Madelyn

How can individuals reduce their food waste?

Conway, Patrick

How does one create a mockumentary?

Cretsinger, Max

How can LEGOs be more than a toy?

Cullen, Isabel

Why do people scuba dive and what does it take to get dive certification?

Cummings, Avonlea

What are the benefits of learning a second language as a child?

Cushing, Stephanie

How does physical therapy effect/help the body?

Darling, Isabella

How do parasites influence ecosystems?

Dellovo, Katie

How can a photographer provoke certain emotions and feelings with their art?

Dibble, Kristiana

How does the physical classroom environment affect the students in the room?

Downey, Aidan

How can I build a gaming optimized computer for the cheapest price?

Drake, Charlotte

What are the benefits of working with animals in the classroom?

Drake, William

How can one effectively tell an interesting story through a documentary?

Driscoll, Molly

How can people with Cerebral Palsy become more independent?

Drum, Kendyl

How can one use equine therapy as a way of treatment?

Dufour, Cassidy

What does the future look like for women in the Navy Seals?

Dzen, Daria

What does it take to become a French pastry master?

Eastland, Katherine

How has quilting evolved over time?

Egersheim, Jared

How does one write and produce a rap song?

Ellis, Sarah

What is fueling the world's new mentality toward plastic?

Facey, Seth

How does one create a network of student journalists?

Facques, Sloan

How has social media impacted the mental health crisis?

Fairfield, Mark

How does the connection and understanding of mind and body impact one's sports performance?

Fallon, Emily

What can helping others do for you?

Fisher, John

How can you integrate a full-sized computer into a desk?

Fortier, Nathan

How can a van be converted into a home on wheels while still keeping functionality?

Franklin, Samuel

What does it take to be a law enforcement officer?

Frasca, Kelly

How does a musical tell a story?

Fritz, Camden

How do you create hype around a product?

Galinson, O'Neill

What are the key differences between children raised in wealthier communities and those who are not?

Garvey, Zoe

You want a dog, now what?

Gavert, Olivia

How does one customize a dollhouse?

Geskos, Isabella

What drives someone outside of conditions placed upon them to become a workaholic?

Gibson, Kyle

What aspects go into the creation and publishing of a mobile app?

Gibson, Rebecca

Are graphic novels more works of art or works of literature?

Gilraine-Healey, Hannah How can you create a capsule wardrobe that reflects your personal style?
Girard, Allison

What is the outcome of living outside of one's comfort zone?

Graham, Marissa

What does it take for someone with no colorguard background to learn a routine?

Grassett, Jacob

How does one successfully complete a competitive excavation bid?

Grondstra, Ries

How does one smoke meat?

Hall, Tyler

What basic skills are required to skateboard?

Hanks, Meghan

Why are carbon footprints important?

Harnish, Aila

How do animals emotionally support humans?

Henry, Samuel

How does one create an interactive online community?

Henzell, John

How can we most effectively use chemistry to convert unhealthy groundwater into safe, drinkable water?

Herrero, Daniel

How can I inform the public about the benefits of metal detecting and how it can be used for historical purposes?

Hinkle, Bryan

How can a 2D animation with a simple style make a complex and mature story believable?

Hitt, Nicholetta

How do history and geography influence Spain's gastronomy?

Hobbs, Parker

How do you manage a residential construction project efficiently, meaning on time and on budget?

Hoskins, Alana

How has folk music hisorically been used to tell a story?

Hull, Hailey

What role has knitting played in times of warfare or turmoil?

Humphrey, Erin

How can culinary art therapy benefit high school students?

Infanti, Karly

How can an individual help ensure the future health and safety of coral reefs?

Jackson, Jillian

How does one make a documentary to show the inside of a car community?

Jacobs, Mitchell

What are the critical elements of theatrical costume design and production?

Jordan, Nicholas

What makes a golf course fun to play for all levels?

Kalinowski, Julia

How can we better understand depression and eliminate the stigma around it?

Kayser, Sarah

Why listen to a podcast?

Keeney, Abigail

In what ways does society need to change in regard to how Veterans are treated?

Kiesewetter, Jeffrey

Are there any real benefits to the practice of chiropractic?

Kilcrease, Makayla

Why do people believe and worship?

Kobelenz, Cody

How does one repurpose a box truck and convert it to a livable space?

Kobelenz, Nicholas

How is a safe and efficient paramotor designed and produced on a budget?

Konig, Kaledan

Can a writer make a living through self-publishing?

Kuhnert, Aydan

Are we living in a simulation?

Lacaillade, Joshua

What are the necessary components of an effective training plan?

Ladd, Jennifer

How can I incorporate something I love into helping alleviate the current pollution problem?

LaFlamme, Benjamin

What does it take to become a bitcoin miner?

Langone, Stefani

How does cinematography evoke emotion?

Lau Quan, Miranda

How does color subliminally influence our consumer decisions?

Lawrence, Elisia

How can we combat and reverse the effects of climate change?

Lawrence, McKenna

What makes a music genre?

Leighton, Jeanmarie

How do animal shelters and rescue leagues improve the lives of domesticated dogs and cats?

Levesque, Adam

How does one make a successful sports podcast?

Lewis, Ian

What does a short story need n order to be engaging and impactful?

Lipkin, Allison

How can art therapy reduce stress?

Lohnes, John

How does one build a legal racing drone on a budget?

Maclatchy, Abigail

How does one properly foster a pet?

Manning, Jack

How does an active, healthy lifestyle reinforce beneficial mental and emotional health?

Marinelli, Nicholas

How would the tennis pro of yesterday stack up against the pros of today?

McCann, Matthew

How can crystals be grown with specific attributes?

McGrath, Robert

How does one best exhibit a parkour performance?

McNamara, Anne

How does one design a roller coaster?

Merryfield, Vivien

What is the most effective lockdown procedures for Souhegan?

Millina, Nathaniel

What are the health benefits of drinking kombucha and consuming probiotics?

Morehouse, Kaylie

Is a 3-D printed cast a technological improvement?

Morel, Robert

What are the ways to train and take care of pit bulls?

Morgan, Lila

How does one create, deliver, and assess a lesson for preschoolers?

Morrissette, Madeleine How do we prevent the extended endangerment of sea turtles?
Morton, Grace

What is audio drama?

Moss, David

What are the components required for writing a screenplay?

Natale, John

What does it take to be a hockey scout?

Nazeer, Khaled

What are the aspects of a good cooking show?

Nierman, Isabelle

Why should we learn languages other than our own?

O'Brien, Jordan

How can music therapy impact children with Autism?

O'Brien, Katherine

How are textiles made and designed?

Paquette, Shannon

Does blacksmithing have a place in today’s modern/industrialized society?

Pariselli, Steven

Is it affordable and practical to construct your own electric longboard?

Parker-Christou, Mackenzie
How does one become a self confident person?
Patterson, Bridget

How does separation anxiety manifest itself in dogs?

Patterson, Ryan

What is the importance of a basketbball court in a thriving community?

Pease, Laura

How have dollhouses stood the test of time?

Poisson, Annalise

What are the elements that go into choreographing a synchronized swimming routine?

Ramm, Emmett

How can one effectively maintain a car for longevity in the Northeast?

Raudelunas, Hunter

What gives an antique its value?

Redway, Margot

How does social media impact mental health?

Reynolds, Beonca

What are the benefits of acquiring ASL at a young age?

Rieth, Madison

What are some of the best ways to help gymnasts begin to overcome their mental blocks?

Rieth, Meagan

How can learning about sign language increase an individual's ability to communicate with others?

Rowe, Hannah

What is the impact of ocean pollution and how can people help to reduce the impact?

Safarz, Matthew

Does the Paranormal exist?

Sass, Katherine

What does it take to create a makeup line?

Schade, Carter

Is an antique motorcycle worth bringing back to life?

Schwager, Michael

What is so fascinating about Alcatraz?

Shapiro, Benjamin

How has the Amherst of the past affected the Amherst of today?

Shaw, Molly

What goes into making an online business?

Smith, Joshua

How does one rebuild a vehicle's engine?

Smith, Margaret

How does one deal with trauma?

Speer, Caroline

Why does the guac cost extra?

Steenhoek, Caroline

How does one learn how to knit?

Stine, Nathan

What makes food "spicy"?

Stover, Lucy

How can theater be used as an effective teaching method?

Thenin, Jules

What goes into the creation of a guitar with its own personality?

Theriault, Benjamin

What are the positive effects of skateboarding?

Thomas, Cailiosa

How do different religions discuss the issue of abortions?

Torres, Jordan

How have skyscrapers of New York City stylistically evolved since the 1930’s?

Toy, Lilly

How do one support a rescue dog with forelimb deformities?

Unger, Sophie

How do natural skincare products impact people and the environment?

Vordenberg, Emma

How does photojournalism capture the struggles of women in a developing country compared to a developed country?

Weisberg, Alexis

How can people utilize different forms of tattoos to harness their therapeutic qualities?

Whittier, Julian

How do you combine tarnish wood and Eco Epoxy to make an at-home piece of furniture?

Williams, Ty

How does one rebuild a vintage race bike?

Wilson, Rheanna

How do we as a society view and treat mental illness?

Young, Eli

How can I wisely invest in the stock market?

Young, Rylee

What goes into the process of making an anime?

Yurish, Sarah

How is inner balance found through exercise?

Zaccaria, Michael

What is the cause of anxiety?

Zlotnick, Arielle

Why are wilderness skills important?

